Some Glimpses of Technique Rush Tuesday

"IS THE GAME WORTH THE CAND LE?" ASK THE WINNER OF BOOK NO. 6 ON THE STRETCHERS ABOVE

THE WINNERS
1. Walter C. Wood '17
2. The Technique
3. Richard T. glyoms '17
4. Robert L. Turner '20
5. Frank G. Osgood '18
6. Ann Kenney '18
7. Leon L. McGrady '17
8. Maurice E. Goodridge '19
9. Laurence A. Gillett '20
10. Walter A. Wood '18
11. Frank D. Bradley '18
12. Laurance R. Gillett '18
13. Walter A. Wood '18
14. Everett W. Freeman '19
15. Lawrence F. Duffin '18
16. Walter T. Ell '18
17. Harold H. Hunt '18
18. Kenney E. Pyor '18
19. William Blickery, Jr. '19
20. John McIntyre, Jr. '18
21. Frank C. Osgood '18
22. Richard T. Lyons '17
23. James H. Freeman '19

Chase was the starting element of the fifteen minutes battle for six places on the Technique Board. It staged last Tuesday, W. C. Wood '17, J. E. Goodridge '17, and H. R. Porter '18 and A. N. Freeman '19 winning the first four and twenty books respectively. The annual
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VENUS

No matter what course you're taking you need this famous pencil!

BECAUSE of the imperative quality of natural and water-resistant, VENUS in the finest pencil it is possible to make.

If you like a thick soft lead that marks so that you can read the writing half-way across the room, select the soft degrees 6-8-10.

For short-hand notes or easy writing, HB 3 or HB 3 (medium soft) are preferred.

For detailed general writing purposes, etc., 3H-5H-8H (hard) will prove desirable.

For drafting, a medium hard pencil gives the best results and you'll like HB-8H-11H. For very thin, narrow lines for extremely accurate reproduction charts, maps, etc., HB-8H-11H are available.

Look for the distinctive water mark found on each of the VENUS degrees and on medium grades.

Your professors will confirm these information to the merits of VENUS pencils.

Buy at your college book stores.

American Lead Pencil Co.
331 Fifth Ave., Dept. B.P., New York.

STONE & WEBSTER

FINANCE public utility developments.

BUY AND SELL securities.

FINANCE water power development, hydro-electric developments, transmission lines, steam and internal combustion, gas plants, industrial plants and buildings.

CONSTRUCT bridges from our own designs or from designs of other engineers or architects.

REPAIR on public utility properties, proposed extensions or new projects.

MANAGE railways, NAVO, power and gas companies.

NEW YORK  BOSTON  CHICAGO

TECH MEN

DON'T forget THE BEACON HABEDASHERY, 331 Massachusetts Avenue, one door from Huntington Ave., for your High Grade Furnishings and full dress accessories. We suggest Phoenix Silk Hosiery for perfect fit and service.

Extra heavy silk, 80c
Silk double knit, 55c
Silk Lisle 30c

Joseph M. Isenberg, S. B., 1913, Prop.

will appreciate your patronage